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engere shortlist
erweiterte shortlist

Austria Campus Erdberger Lände 26
1020 Vienna, Walcherstraße

Total area
approx. 303,000 m2 GFA
EMA: Campus 3: up to 30,000 m2

+ private conference center

Floor area
Campus 3: approx. 1,360 – 5,180 m2

Parking slots
130 vehicle and 30 motorcycle parking places

Available
from Q3/Q4 2018
(building completed Q3/Q4 2018)

Location
underground station Praterstern (U1 and U2)
train station with direct connection to the Airport
excellent connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
hotel with direct connection to conference center

1030 Vienna, Erdberger Lände 26

Total area
approx. 52,000 m2 GFA
EMA: approx. 26,600 m2

incl. private conference center

Floor area
not specified

Parking slots
1,450 vehicle parking places in the
parking garage on the compound

Available
from Q1 2018

(building completed)

Location
underground station Kardinal-Nagel-Platz (U3)
good connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
urban location with several hotel options nearby

city centre
16 minutes to airport FEDERAL MINISTRY

FOR HEALTH AND
WOMEN‘S AFFAIRS

EN



„Austria values EMA’s key role in protecting public health in the 
Member States of the European Union and we offer the perfect 
conditions for the agency, its staff and its partners in the discharge of 
their important tasks from the first day onwards and over the long 
term. I am convinced that Austria combines all the relevant factors to 
make our capital city Vienna a prime future location for EMA. Despite 
its necessary relocation, the Agency must be in a position to seamlessly 
continue its important work for the benefit and the protection of 
EU citizens. Austria guarantees that the relocation to Vienna will be 
completed within the set time frame and thus guarantees business 
continuity of the Agency after Brexit. Austria intends to lease the 
premises of the future seat of EMA on the real estate market and 
make them available to EMA for a period of 25 years. Overall, I 
know, the relocation to Vienna will entail only advantages for EMA 
and its employees.“

Pamela Rendi-Wagner
Federal Minister of

Health and Women´s Affairs

„Vienna is a vibrant metropolis in the heart of Europe with excellent 
flight connections all over Europe. The excellent infrastructure like public 
transport, the highly qualified employees, the internationally oriented and 
high-quality educational facilities and a very active life-science-scene are 
central assets of the City of Vienna as a new headquarter for the Euro-
pean Medicines Agency – not to mention Vienna was named the world’s 
most liveable city for the eighth consecutive time by Mercer. The Vienna 
Business Agency offers a wealth of experience in supporting and advising 
several thousand expats in Vienna, which we would be very pleased to 
welcome in one of the safest cities in the world. The city centre and the 
airport are reachable within roughly 15 minutes. The Vienna Business 
Agency will service the relocation of EMA employees before and after the 
actual relocation. The Viennese are deeply in love with and proud of their 
home city. I am convinced, the employees of EMA will be too.“

Renate Brauner
Vienna‘s Executive City 
Councillor for Finance, 

Economy and International 
Affairs

EMAzing Vienna.

Austria‘s Bid for the EMA

By 31 July 2017 the application deadline for the new headquarter of the European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) – the second largest decentralised Institution of the European Union with 900 employees – expi-
red. Today, on the 11 September 2017, Pamela Rendi-Wagner, Federal Minister for Health and Women‘s 
Affairs, and Renate Brauner, Executive City Councillor of Vienna for Finance, Economy and International 
Affairs presented the Austrian EMA bid in Brussels.

Overview.

What Austria offers.

In order to identify the best premises for EMA, Austria has conducted a comprehensive survey of the Vi-
ennese commercial real estate market. The result is a short list of two buildings (Austria Campus and VIE 
26 Erdberger Lände) that seem especially suitable with respect to ensuring uninterrupted and efficient 
business continuity. The Austrian government will rent the premises from the real estate owner and lease 
them to EMA, charging the symbolic amount of one euro per year over a period of 25 years.

World‘s Most Liveable City
In 2017, Vienna was named the world’s most liveable city among 230 major towns and cities worldwide 
for the eighth consecutive time by Mercer. Criteria include the political, social and economic climate, medi-
cal services, education, and infrastructure facilities including public transportation, power and water utilities. 
Also taken into consideration are leisure facilities such as restaurants, theatres, cinemas and sports facilities, 
the availability of consumer goods ranging from food to automobiles, and environmental factors including 
green space and air quality. Vienna is also one of the safest cities in the world. Half of the city’s total area 
is accounted for by gardens, parks, woods and agricultural land.

Vienna – city of short distances for 1 euro per day
Vienna‘s public transport operator Wiener Linien is responsible for 179 underground, tram and bus lines 
serving a total network of 850 kilometres. Around 2.6 million passengers per day use the Wiener Linien 
network. Vienna‘s underground network is well equipped for guests with disabilities and special needs. All 
underground stations and trains are wheelchair-accessible. Almost all stations have guiding strips for the vi-
sually impaired, showing the way to stairs, escalators and elevators. On weekdays, the underground trains 
run from about 5 a.m. to about midnight and at 90 second intervals at peak times. Vienna‘s underground 
lines operate 24 hours a day on Friday night, Saturday night and on the nights before holidays.

Vienna Airport connections
In its 2016 „Airport Service Quality“ survey, ACI (Airport Council International) ranked Vienna Airport as 
No. 1 in the category „Europe 15 to 25 million passengers“. Vienna Airport also received the „Beryll Award“ 
for its commitment to barrier-free accessibility. From Vienna Airport, central Vienna can be reached by 
CAT (City Airport Train) within just 16 minutes (30 minutes intervals). Further airport - city centre con-
nections are by train (S-Bahn, Railjet), with connections every 30 minutes from the Airport to Vienna 
Central Station in 15 minutes and to the station „Wien Mitte“ in 25 minutes, as well as three bus lines to 
various destinations within Vienna. Taxi and limousine services are readily available as well.

Hotel accommodation in Vienna
Visitors to Vienna have a choice of more than 33,500 hotel rooms in 439 hotels and guesthouses ranging 
from five-star superior hotels to budget accommodations. A further 9 hotels with 1,600 additional hotel 
rooms are scheduled to open in Vienna by 2018. An estimated peak demand by EMA of some 300 
hotel rooms per night would constitute 1.5 per cent of the capacity of the 4 and 5 star segment.

Healthcare
In Austria, healthcare is based on a social insurance model that guarantees equitable access to high-quality 
health services with 99.9% of the population insured. This is also reflected in the high level of patient satis-
faction and the lowest number of unmet needs in Europe. Almost all respondents of the Special Eurobaro-
meter 411 in Austria (96%) say that the overall quality of healthcare is very good. Austria has the second-
highest number of practising doctors per capita among the European countries. Vienna has a total of 50 
hospitals and some 14,800 beds.

Support by AGES MEA – The Austrian Regulatory Agency
Should EMA relocate to Austria and be faced with the loss of staff which cannot immediately be repla-
ced through recruitment, the Austrian National Competent Authority (AGES-MEA) will support EMA 
within the scope of its responsibilities in order to guarantee business continuity of EMA-related activities.

Talent pool
Close to 18,000 graduates leave Austrian universities and universities of applied sciences each year in areas 
relevant for EMA, thus providing an ample and highly skilled talent pool if EMA needs to replenish its 
human resources.

R&D environment
At 3.14% of GDP spent on R&D, Austria has one of the highest ratios in the European Union, with broad-
based promotion and funding of research and an innovation-friendly tax system. Companies that undertake 
R&D are entitled to claim a 12% research premium (from 2018 onwards, the premium will be increased to 
14 %) paid in cash on in-house research expenditures as well as contract research.

Biotech and pharmaceutical industry
Thanks to its strategic location, most of the world’s top-ranked pharmaceutical companies according to sa-
les maintain a strategic presence in Vienna. While many companies have set up regional headquarters to 
serve the Central and Eastern European market, some global players carry out research and development 
or manufacturing in Austria. This includes companies like Boehringer Ingelheim, Novartis, Octapharma, 
Pfizer and Shire.

Excellent childcare facilities
In Vienna there are 350 municipal/public kindergardens (for children up to age 6) and daycare centres. 
Vienna has a capacity of 86,000 childcare places for the age group 0–6 years. With regard to opening 
hours and the number of closing days, 98 percent respond to the needs of parents in full-time employment. 
Foreign-language preschools are attached to a number of international schools; some regular preschools of-
fer bilingual education. Should EMA decide to establish its own company kindergarten, substantial financi-
al support would be offered by the City of Vienna. Should EMA, for instance, assign a non-profit provider 
organisation to operate the kindergarten, public assistance from 391 euros (children aged 3.5–6 years) up 
to 575 euros (0–3.5 years) per month and child would be granted.

Relocation Task Force
The Austrian government will set up a task force to steer and accompany the relocation process and 
to serve as a single point of contact to EMA. The task force will comprise representatives of all involved 
government and City of Vienna authorities as well as relevant stakeholders and contract partners and 
address the following issues: building, IT, headquarters agreement, other legal matters, liaison with authori-
ties, expat staff services.

First contact point – The Expat Center Vienna
The Expat Center Vienna is the first contact point for all needs and questions an expatriate might have 
about living and working in Vienna. Staffed by a multilingual team of experts, the centre will provide 
information and guidance on a broad range of topics to EMA and its staff. The team at the Expat Center 
provides cost-free, independent and unbiased advice and personal consulting on housing, education, leisure 
activities and the right networks to connect to in the city and its people. Once EMA staff members and 
their families arrive in Vienna, Expat Center Vienna will open a temporary consulting facility exclusively 
for them on the site of the new location of EMA in Vienna

Information and service office in London
The Vienna Business Agency will open an information office for EMA staff in London, ideally on-site in 
the current EMA-building or as close to it as possible. This office will become operational between 6 to 12 
months prior to the relocation of the majority of the staff members.
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Member States of the European Union and we offer the perfect 
conditions for the agency, its staff and its partners in the discharge of 
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Austria‘s Bid for the EMA

By 31 July 2017 the application deadline for the new headquarter of the European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) – the second largest decentralised Institution of the European Union with 900 employees – expi-
red. Today, on the 11 September 2017, Pamela Rendi-Wagner, Federal Minister for Health and Women‘s 
Affairs, and Renate Brauner, Executive City Councillor of Vienna for Finance, Economy and International 
Affairs presented the Austrian EMA bid in Brussels.

Overview.

What Austria offers.

In order to identify the best premises for EMA, Austria has conducted a comprehensive survey of the Vi-
ennese commercial real estate market. The result is a short list of two buildings (Austria Campus and VIE 
26 Erdberger Lände) that seem especially suitable with respect to ensuring uninterrupted and efficient 
business continuity. The Austrian government will rent the premises from the real estate owner and lease 
them to EMA, charging the symbolic amount of one euro per year over a period of 25 years.

World‘s Most Liveable City
In 2017, Vienna was named the world’s most liveable city among 230 major towns and cities worldwide 
for the eighth consecutive time by Mercer. Criteria include the political, social and economic climate, medi-
cal services, education, and infrastructure facilities including public transportation, power and water utilities. 
Also taken into consideration are leisure facilities such as restaurants, theatres, cinemas and sports facilities, 
the availability of consumer goods ranging from food to automobiles, and environmental factors including 
green space and air quality. Vienna is also one of the safest cities in the world. Half of the city’s total area 
is accounted for by gardens, parks, woods and agricultural land.

Vienna – city of short distances for 1 euro per day
Vienna‘s public transport operator Wiener Linien is responsible for 179 underground, tram and bus lines 
serving a total network of 850 kilometres. Around 2.6 million passengers per day use the Wiener Linien 
network. Vienna‘s underground network is well equipped for guests with disabilities and special needs. All 
underground stations and trains are wheelchair-accessible. Almost all stations have guiding strips for the vi-
sually impaired, showing the way to stairs, escalators and elevators. On weekdays, the underground trains 
run from about 5 a.m. to about midnight and at 90 second intervals at peak times. Vienna‘s underground 
lines operate 24 hours a day on Friday night, Saturday night and on the nights before holidays.

Vienna Airport connections
In its 2016 „Airport Service Quality“ survey, ACI (Airport Council International) ranked Vienna Airport as 
No. 1 in the category „Europe 15 to 25 million passengers“. Vienna Airport also received the „Beryll Award“ 
for its commitment to barrier-free accessibility. From Vienna Airport, central Vienna can be reached by 
CAT (City Airport Train) within just 16 minutes (30 minutes intervals). Further airport - city centre con-
nections are by train (S-Bahn, Railjet), with connections every 30 minutes from the Airport to Vienna 
Central Station in 15 minutes and to the station „Wien Mitte“ in 25 minutes, as well as three bus lines to 
various destinations within Vienna. Taxi and limousine services are readily available as well.

Hotel accommodation in Vienna
Visitors to Vienna have a choice of more than 33,500 hotel rooms in 439 hotels and guesthouses ranging 
from five-star superior hotels to budget accommodations. A further 9 hotels with 1,600 additional hotel 
rooms are scheduled to open in Vienna by 2018. An estimated peak demand by EMA of some 300 
hotel rooms per night would constitute 1.5 per cent of the capacity of the 4 and 5 star segment.

Healthcare
In Austria, healthcare is based on a social insurance model that guarantees equitable access to high-quality 
health services with 99.9% of the population insured. This is also reflected in the high level of patient satis-
faction and the lowest number of unmet needs in Europe. Almost all respondents of the Special Eurobaro-
meter 411 in Austria (96%) say that the overall quality of healthcare is very good. Austria has the second-
highest number of practising doctors per capita among the European countries. Vienna has a total of 50 
hospitals and some 14,800 beds.

Support by AGES MEA – The Austrian Regulatory Agency
Should EMA relocate to Austria and be faced with the loss of staff which cannot immediately be repla-
ced through recruitment, the Austrian National Competent Authority (AGES-MEA) will support EMA 
within the scope of its responsibilities in order to guarantee business continuity of EMA-related activities.

Talent pool
Close to 18,000 graduates leave Austrian universities and universities of applied sciences each year in areas 
relevant for EMA, thus providing an ample and highly skilled talent pool if EMA needs to replenish its 
human resources.

R&D environment
At 3.14% of GDP spent on R&D, Austria has one of the highest ratios in the European Union, with broad-
based promotion and funding of research and an innovation-friendly tax system. Companies that undertake 
R&D are entitled to claim a 12% research premium (from 2018 onwards, the premium will be increased to 
14 %) paid in cash on in-house research expenditures as well as contract research.

Biotech and pharmaceutical industry
Thanks to its strategic location, most of the world’s top-ranked pharmaceutical companies according to sa-
les maintain a strategic presence in Vienna. While many companies have set up regional headquarters to 
serve the Central and Eastern European market, some global players carry out research and development 
or manufacturing in Austria. This includes companies like Boehringer Ingelheim, Novartis, Octapharma, 
Pfizer and Shire.

Excellent childcare facilities
In Vienna there are 350 municipal/public kindergardens (for children up to age 6) and daycare centres. 
Vienna has a capacity of 86,000 childcare places for the age group 0–6 years. With regard to opening 
hours and the number of closing days, 98 percent respond to the needs of parents in full-time employment. 
Foreign-language preschools are attached to a number of international schools; some regular preschools of-
fer bilingual education. Should EMA decide to establish its own company kindergarten, substantial financi-
al support would be offered by the City of Vienna. Should EMA, for instance, assign a non-profit provider 
organisation to operate the kindergarten, public assistance from 391 euros (children aged 3.5–6 years) up 
to 575 euros (0–3.5 years) per month and child would be granted.

Relocation Task Force
The Austrian government will set up a task force to steer and accompany the relocation process and 
to serve as a single point of contact to EMA. The task force will comprise representatives of all involved 
government and City of Vienna authorities as well as relevant stakeholders and contract partners and 
address the following issues: building, IT, headquarters agreement, other legal matters, liaison with authori-
ties, expat staff services.

First contact point – The Expat Center Vienna
The Expat Center Vienna is the first contact point for all needs and questions an expatriate might have 
about living and working in Vienna. Staffed by a multilingual team of experts, the centre will provide 
information and guidance on a broad range of topics to EMA and its staff. The team at the Expat Center 
provides cost-free, independent and unbiased advice and personal consulting on housing, education, leisure 
activities and the right networks to connect to in the city and its people. Once EMA staff members and 
their families arrive in Vienna, Expat Center Vienna will open a temporary consulting facility exclusively 
for them on the site of the new location of EMA in Vienna

Information and service office in London
The Vienna Business Agency will open an information office for EMA staff in London, ideally on-site in 
the current EMA-building or as close to it as possible. This office will become operational between 6 to 12 
months prior to the relocation of the majority of the staff members.
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EMAzing Vienna.

Austria‘s Bid for the EMA

By 31 July 2017 the application deadline for the new headquarter of the European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) – the second largest decentralised Institution of the European Union with 900 employees – expi-
red. Today, on the 11 September 2017, Pamela Rendi-Wagner, Federal Minister for Health and Women‘s 
Affairs, and Renate Brauner, Executive City Councillor of Vienna for Finance, Economy and International 
Affairs presented the Austrian EMA bid in Brussels.

Overview.

What Austria offers.

In order to identify the best premises for EMA, Austria has conducted a comprehensive survey of the Vi-
ennese commercial real estate market. The result is a short list of two buildings (Austria Campus and VIE 
26 Erdberger Lände) that seem especially suitable with respect to ensuring uninterrupted and efficient 
business continuity. The Austrian government will rent the premises from the real estate owner and lease 
them to EMA, charging the symbolic amount of one euro per year over a period of 25 years.

World‘s Most Liveable City
In 2017, Vienna was named the world’s most liveable city among 230 major towns and cities worldwide 
for the eighth consecutive time by Mercer. Criteria include the political, social and economic climate, medi-
cal services, education, and infrastructure facilities including public transportation, power and water utilities. 
Also taken into consideration are leisure facilities such as restaurants, theatres, cinemas and sports facilities, 
the availability of consumer goods ranging from food to automobiles, and environmental factors including 
green space and air quality. Vienna is also one of the safest cities in the world. Half of the city’s total area 
is accounted for by gardens, parks, woods and agricultural land.

Vienna – city of short distances for 1 euro per day
Vienna‘s public transport operator Wiener Linien is responsible for 179 underground, tram and bus lines 
serving a total network of 850 kilometres. Around 2.6 million passengers per day use the Wiener Linien 
network. Vienna‘s underground network is well equipped for guests with disabilities and special needs. All 
underground stations and trains are wheelchair-accessible. Almost all stations have guiding strips for the vi-
sually impaired, showing the way to stairs, escalators and elevators. On weekdays, the underground trains 
run from about 5 a.m. to about midnight and at 90 second intervals at peak times. Vienna‘s underground 
lines operate 24 hours a day on Friday night, Saturday night and on the nights before holidays.

Vienna Airport connections
In its 2016 „Airport Service Quality“ survey, ACI (Airport Council International) ranked Vienna Airport as 
No. 1 in the category „Europe 15 to 25 million passengers“. Vienna Airport also received the „Beryll Award“ 
for its commitment to barrier-free accessibility. From Vienna Airport, central Vienna can be reached by 
CAT (City Airport Train) within just 16 minutes (30 minutes intervals). Further airport - city centre con-
nections are by train (S-Bahn, Railjet), with connections every 30 minutes from the Airport to Vienna 
Central Station in 15 minutes and to the station „Wien Mitte“ in 25 minutes, as well as three bus lines to 
various destinations within Vienna. Taxi and limousine services are readily available as well.

Hotel accommodation in Vienna
Visitors to Vienna have a choice of more than 33,500 hotel rooms in 439 hotels and guesthouses ranging 
from five-star superior hotels to budget accommodations. A further 9 hotels with 1,600 additional hotel 
rooms are scheduled to open in Vienna by 2018. An estimated peak demand by EMA of some 300 
hotel rooms per night would constitute 1.5 per cent of the capacity of the 4 and 5 star segment.

Healthcare
In Austria, healthcare is based on a social insurance model that guarantees equitable access to high-quality 
health services with 99.9% of the population insured. This is also reflected in the high level of patient satis-
faction and the lowest number of unmet needs in Europe. Almost all respondents of the Special Eurobaro-
meter 411 in Austria (96%) say that the overall quality of healthcare is very good. Austria has the second-
highest number of practising doctors per capita among the European countries. Vienna has a total of 50 
hospitals and some 14,800 beds.

Support by AGES MEA – The Austrian Regulatory Agency
Should EMA relocate to Austria and be faced with the loss of staff which cannot immediately be repla-
ced through recruitment, the Austrian National Competent Authority (AGES-MEA) will support EMA 
within the scope of its responsibilities in order to guarantee business continuity of EMA-related activities.

Talent pool
Close to 18,000 graduates leave Austrian universities and universities of applied sciences each year in areas 
relevant for EMA, thus providing an ample and highly skilled talent pool if EMA needs to replenish its 
human resources.

R&D environment
At 3.14% of GDP spent on R&D, Austria has one of the highest ratios in the European Union, with broad-
based promotion and funding of research and an innovation-friendly tax system. Companies that undertake 
R&D are entitled to claim a 12% research premium (from 2018 onwards, the premium will be increased to 
14 %) paid in cash on in-house research expenditures as well as contract research.

Biotech and pharmaceutical industry
Thanks to its strategic location, most of the world’s top-ranked pharmaceutical companies according to sa-
les maintain a strategic presence in Vienna. While many companies have set up regional headquarters to 
serve the Central and Eastern European market, some global players carry out research and development 
or manufacturing in Austria. This includes companies like Boehringer Ingelheim, Novartis, Octapharma, 
Pfizer and Shire.

Excellent childcare facilities
In Vienna there are 350 municipal/public kindergardens (for children up to age 6) and daycare centres. 
Vienna has a capacity of 86,000 childcare places for the age group 0–6 years. With regard to opening 
hours and the number of closing days, 98 percent respond to the needs of parents in full-time employment. 
Foreign-language preschools are attached to a number of international schools; some regular preschools of-
fer bilingual education. Should EMA decide to establish its own company kindergarten, substantial financi-
al support would be offered by the City of Vienna. Should EMA, for instance, assign a non-profit provider 
organisation to operate the kindergarten, public assistance from 391 euros (children aged 3.5–6 years) up 
to 575 euros (0–3.5 years) per month and child would be granted.

Relocation Task Force
The Austrian government will set up a task force to steer and accompany the relocation process and 
to serve as a single point of contact to EMA. The task force will comprise representatives of all involved 
government and City of Vienna authorities as well as relevant stakeholders and contract partners and 
address the following issues: building, IT, headquarters agreement, other legal matters, liaison with authori-
ties, expat staff services.

First contact point – The Expat Center Vienna
The Expat Center Vienna is the first contact point for all needs and questions an expatriate might have 
about living and working in Vienna. Staffed by a multilingual team of experts, the centre will provide 
information and guidance on a broad range of topics to EMA and its staff. The team at the Expat Center 
provides cost-free, independent and unbiased advice and personal consulting on housing, education, leisure 
activities and the right networks to connect to in the city and its people. Once EMA staff members and 
their families arrive in Vienna, Expat Center Vienna will open a temporary consulting facility exclusively 
for them on the site of the new location of EMA in Vienna

Information and service office in London
The Vienna Business Agency will open an information office for EMA staff in London, ideally on-site in 
the current EMA-building or as close to it as possible. This office will become operational between 6 to 12 
months prior to the relocation of the majority of the staff members.
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Austria Campus Erdberger Lände 26
1020 Vienna, Walcherstraße

Total area
approx. 303,000 m2 GFA
EMA: Campus 3: up to 30,000 m2

+ private conference center

Floor area
Campus 3: approx. 1,360 – 5,180 m2

Parking slots
130 vehicle and 30 motorcycle parking places

Available
from Q3/Q4 2018
(building completed Q3/Q4 2018)

Location
underground station Praterstern (U1 and U2)
train station with direct connection to the Airport
excellent connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
hotel with direct connection to conference center

1030 Vienna, Erdberger Lände 26

Total area
approx. 52,000 m2 GFA
EMA: approx. 26,600 m2

incl. private conference center

Floor area
not specified

Parking slots
1,450 vehicle parking places in the
parking garage on the compound

Available
from Q1 2018

(building completed)

Location
underground station Kardinal-Nagel-Platz (U3)
good connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
urban location with several hotel options nearby
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Austria Campus Erdberger Lände 26
1020 Vienna, Walcherstraße

Total area
approx. 303,000 m2 GFA
EMA: Campus 3: up to 30,000 m2

+ private conference center

Floor area
Campus 3: approx. 1,360 – 5,180 m2

Parking slots
130 vehicle and 30 motorcycle parking places

Available
from Q3/Q4 2018
(building completed Q3/Q4 2018)

Location
underground station Praterstern (U1 and U2)
train station with direct connection to the Airport
excellent connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
hotel with direct connection to conference center

1030 Vienna, Erdberger Lände 26

Total area
approx. 52,000 m2 GFA
EMA: approx. 26,600 m2

incl. private conference center

Floor area
not specified

Parking slots
1,450 vehicle parking places in the
parking garage on the compound

Available
from Q1 2018

(building completed)

Location
underground station Kardinal-Nagel-Platz (U3)
good connection to motorways (A22, A23, A4)
urban location with several hotel options nearby

city centre
16 minutes to airport FEDERAL MINISTRY
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EN


